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you can upgrade the various pieces of armor you find in the world to increase your defense. there are also a variety of different weapons that you can find in the world that can be equipped to improve your attack. the way genshin impact handles weapon upgrades is very different
from most other rpgs. in most games, weapon upgrades use a formula to determine the value of the upgrade. this means the more powerful the weapon, the better the upgrade. however, genshin impact uses a straight percentage scale, so the value of the upgrade is directly

proportional to the power of the weapon. for example, the third upgrade for your sword will increase its power by 10%. a lot of the world in genshin impact is underwater, and monsters live in water. this means combat is often in a river, and you'll need to use abilities to get to the
middle of the river. the reason for this is that genshin impact doesn't have a swim speed, which means you won't be able to swim through water. the only way to navigate through water is to use a pontoon or swim in the air. one aspect of genshin impact that i really liked was its
tactical battles. battles are held between two teams of two, with each team controlling a certain number of characters. each character's attack points can be upgraded, and different characters have different attack types and stats. you can use these attack points to attack your
enemies by the type of weapon they are equipped with. for example, a creature that has a sword will be less likely to dodge your attack. as such, genshin impact lets you build your own party of three from a roster of sixteen fully voiced playable characters, each with their own
distinct play style. to further encourage experimentation, genshin impact features a robust crafting system which lets you unlock new weapon and armor combinations as well as a handful of elemental skills. these skills come in the form of passive damage bonuses that activate

upon leveling up or unique skills that can be used to buff your party members or put the battle into effect. no matter your style of play, crafting will be a crucial component of your enjoyment in genshin impact.
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combat isn't the only thing that's deep and varied in genshin impact. each elemental affinity allows for a specific elemental ability that can be used to activate a certain character's elemental passive. the four elements are air, fire, water, and ice. air allows for wind attacks and a
random, environment-based element, such as a wind vortex, to appear. fire creates a random flame barrier around the character, while water causes a random wave of water around the character. ice allows for attacks that freeze enemies, and a random ice barrier or a random ice

chime to play. each affinity has a primary attack, secondary attack, a powerful defense ability, and a counter-attack ability. these attacks are all stringed together into stylish, anime-inspired combos that are still easy to learn and master. genshin impact's basic combat system is
bolstered by a party system that allows for up to four characters to be controlled at once. the game's party system closely resembles that of ultimate impact's 2010 predecessor, ultimate, with the addition of elemental affinities. each character has their own elemental affinity

affinity, be it air, fire, water, ice, or lightning. when in a party, they all share an elemental affinity with one another. that means your air character can use water or ice to get around, your fire character can use wind or ice to freeze, and so on. you can also switch affinities between
party members during combat, which adds a new dimension to combat. in one instance, i was in a party with fire and ice characters, and could switch to ice or fire to inflict a counter-attack. each character can also learn a unique elemental ability, like a wind blast or a flame flash.

these abilities are tied to a gauge, which depletes as you use a special. they function as extra attacks, but are tied to a certain elemental affinity. once your elemental gauge is full, you can use your elemental ability. all of this is handled seamlessly by the game's intuitive party
system, which is set up with icons that show you which characters are active, and which have which elemental affinity. it's a simple yet effective addition that helps to streamline the game's combat. 5ec8ef588b
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